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Across

St. John Paul II linked the notion of solidarity 
with Pope Leo XIII’s call to ____. (10)

1

Freedom of ____ is essential to Catholic social 
teaching. (10)

4

Down

The damage inflicted and the costs incurred in a 
war must be commensurate with the good 
expected. (15)

2

Peace must begin in your ____. (5)3

A historical example of institutional racism in the 
US. (7)

5



This is an essential for developing a spirituality 
of peacemaking. (6)

6

War must always be the ____. (4,6)7

____ intention means war is waged for the best 
of reasons. (5)

10

The moral virtue by which a person is inclined 
toward choosing to do good and avoiding evil. 
(8)

11

Conscientious ____ are people who refuse to 
join the military or participate in a war based on 
moral or religious grounds. (9)

13

Those declaring a war of defense have the ____ 
responsibility to represent the people and are 
entrusted with the common good. (10)

16

Solidarity is an act of both charity and ____. (7)17

They  may not be the object of direct attack. (9)19

Peace exists when people are treated with 
____. (7)

23

Solidarity is linked to the self-giving of ____. (7)24

St. Paul’s analogy in which he emphasized that 
everyone is united. (4,2,6)

25

An attitude or behavior that leads another 
person to sin. (7)

26

Peace is more than the absence of ____. (3)27

Migration from the perspective of leaving one’s 
country. (10)

28

Helped lead to India’s independence from 
British colonial rule. (6)

31

Conscientious ____ is the moral right to refuse 
to follow laws or other social constructs based 
on moral or religious grounds. (9)

32

A moral virtue of true, resolute compassion that 
leads you to action. (10)

34

Catholic tradition has long upheld the scriptural 
call to“ welcome the ____.” (8)

35

Racism ____ the words of Jesus who said to 
treat others as you would like them to treat you. 
(5)

36

The systematic use of subversive strategies 
aimed at the destruction of material goods or the 
killing of people in order to coerce certain 
actions or decisions. (9)

8

A preconceived opinion formulated without 
consideration of known factors and usually 
based on erroneous knowledge. (9)

9

St. John Paul II emphasized that solidarity is 
much more than a “____ of vague compassion.” 
(7)

12

The perfect embodiment of solidarity. (5)14

The US Catholic Bishops point out that, “We are 
one human ____.” (6)

15

The damage inflicted by the aggressor on a 
nation must be lasting, grave, and certain. (4,5)

17

“God is with us.” (8)18

Migration from the perspective of the country 
receiving those who are moving. (11)

20

Affirmative ____ refers to the policies and 
programs established to correct past 
discrimination. (6)

21

Pope Francis connected this common mission 
of ____ and solidarity. (11)

22

Led the Solidarity movement in Poland in the 
1980s. (6)

27

The belief that race determines human traits 
and abilities and that a particular race is 
inherently superior or inferior to another. (6)

29

“If you want ____, work for justice.” (5)30

The odds of success should be weighed against 
the human ____ of the war. (4)

33


